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Whoever believes in me, as Scripture has said, rivers of living
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Around the world in ‘40’ days
This sabbatical has been a time for Hilary and me to
pause and reflect on our ministry within the Diocese
and consider what is really important for the next
couple of years and how we might leave this Diocese
in a strong and positive place spiritually, biblically,
financially and numerically.
The role of the Cathedral in the life of the Diocese
and City, the relationship between Dean and Bishop,
and the Governance and management structures of
the Cathedral were the primary focus of this short
Sabbatical/Study leave. We have spent our active study
leave meeting and talking with a variety of people and
attending a wide range of worship experiences from
the Diocese of Sydney with its strong biblical focus,
through Singapore and its blend of biblical integrity
and spirit-filled worship, and finally into England and
Ireland. The ministry and the governance of cathedrals
will be the subject of a more detailed report later in the
year.
The two-day International Leadership Conference
hosted by Holy Trinity Brompton (in the Royal Albert
Hall, London) began our stay in the UK. So many
enthusiastic young leaders were in the audience. It was
amazing to be a part of a huge leadership gathering
from all over the world – mainly Anglicans and
Catholics and other Christian denominations as well.
The highlight for us was the interview with Cardinal
Archbishop Luis Tagle of the Philippines. He was
inspirational because of his humility and honesty and
deep personal faith. In a description of the encounter
Jesus had with the Samaritan woman at the well he

asked us: ‘Parents, what wells are your children drinking
from because they are thirsty? Wives, what wells are
your husbands drinking from because they are thirsty?
Husbands, what wells are your wives drinking from
because they are thirsty? Because remember, Jesus
was already at the well before the Samaritan woman
arrived’ – and is already at the wells of our deepest
thirst. It was great to be sitting with Rev Phil and Greta
Greenwood from Stoke Parish and to debrief over a
meal afterwards.
The conference was a God-given experience at this
point in my ministry. John Gray, associate Pastor at
Lakewood Church in Houston, the final speaker, was a
wealth of quotable quotes. He suggested an imaginary
conversation that the Father has with the Son in
Gethsemane: ‘Son, it’s either you for three days, or all
humanity for all eternity and I’m choosing them!’
After this we went north to York for time with Hilary’s
cousin and family. During that week we had lunch
with Archbishop John and Margaret Sentamu. He
gave us a copy of the book that he edited called ‘On
Rock or Sand’ where a collection of writers (including
Archbishop Justin Welby) seek to present a Christian
manifesto for addressing the deep social issues
confronting their country (and I suspect most marketdriven Western economies), offering what Justin Welby
calls a way of ‘stability and hope’ to the increasing gap
between rich and poor. A challenging book and well
worth the read, given the issues that we struggle with
here in New Zealand.
Our time in Northern Ireland was a real blessing,
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The Royal Albert Hall filling up to capacity for the leadership conference.
combining some time of rest and relaxation in
Donegal, north/west of Londonderry, in the holiday
home of Bishop Ken and Mary Good, who are close
friends. We then spent three days attending their
diocesan clergy conference which was held a retreat
centre on a beautiful little island called Lusty Beg –
Richard had been invited to present the daily Bible
studies.
Our last Sunday in England was in the little village
of Swettenham where I preached at two services for
the Rev Pamela Soult who is a non-stipendiary priest
in Motueka parish. She and her husband spend the
summer months in Motueka and the rest of the year
in their beautiful home in Cheshire. It was while we
were there that the news broke of the bombings
in Manchester only 25 miles away. Such a tragedy
followed by the Tower Bridge attacks making us even
more aware of the increasing ethnic and ideological
polarisation that is occurring around the world.
It was a joy to stay again north of London with Rev
Geoffrey and Susan Brown who were Commissaries to
Bishop Derek and subsequently for us. A time to walk
in the beautiful English countryside and share deeply
on matters of faith and ministry. Their prayer support
for us and the diocese on a daily basis is one of God’s
gracious gifts.
So, going back to the opening paragraph, what have
we come back with?
If I could just reflect on one, here in the Witness, it
would be a passing comment made by Bishop Rennis
Ponniah (Bishop of Singapore) as he was talking to me

about the difficulty of leading a diocese that spans
seven countries: Singapore, Nepal, Cambodia, Vietnam,
Laos, Thailand and Indonesia. He has come up with the
concept of ‘one church, seven countries’ a catch-phrase
that he hopes will lead to a greater sense of belonging
– of unity.
It struck a chord for me (Richard) as I reflected on
the relationship between parish and diocese. In the
Anglican Communion the diocese is considered the
‘local church’ the central unit of the Church. But we,
here in Nelson have devolved the concept of ‘the local
Church’ to the parish.
While this is very appropriate if we are to be a
missional church, it has led to increasing independence
and isolation of parishes that has not always been
healthy. How do I/we respond to this challenge? This
was where Bishop Rennis’s catch-phrase began to
inspire me as I played with it: ‘nelsonanglican: one
church – twenty-four expressions.’
Twenty–four unique missional communities that are
held together by our ecclesial heritage, our common
faith and our shared values – twenty-four parishes
that draw inspiration and encouragement from
belonging to something bigger than ourselves – while
discovering a freedom to truly be ourselves within the
communities in which we’ve been planted.
‘NelsonAnglican: One Church – Twenty-four Parishes’.
I think there’s a goldmine to be explored in this simple
statement. It certainly caught my imagination!
With every blessing...
Richard and Hilary
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Hospital Chaplaincy – a companion on the journey

In early 2000 I was invited by ICHC (the Interchurch
Council for Hospital Chaplaincy) to take up the position
as Chaplain at Wairau Hospital. It had always been
my desire to get into chaplaincy at some stage of my
career so I accepted.
In my 35-plus years of ministry, I have been
passionately involved in the healing ministry, namely
through the Order of St Luke the Physician. I’ve had the
privilege of being the National Chaplain, NZ Missioner
and a speaker at many National and International
Conferences. It was therefore inevitable that
chaplaincy was a pathway that beckoned, alongside
OSL.
Chaplaincy is vastly different from parish ministry. It
has a totally different set of challenges and aspects to
it. Sometimes, regretfully, it’s looked upon by some as
not on the same level as parish ministry. In the view of
Chaplains however, our ministry is just as important
and vital. We’re at the very coalface of suffering.
Hospital Chaplains are generally required to undergo
specialised ministry training, which includes having a
minimum of five years parish work experience; having
a theological degree or other suitable qualification;
and completing two CPE’s (Clinical Pastoral Education
courses). As well we must as fulfil on-going training
and supervision requirements to become an
Accredited HealthCare Chaplain within five years of
appointment, and be re-assessed every subsequent
five years. I did my first CPE at Porirua Psychiatric
Hospital, as a St Johns Theological College, which was
an extremely challenging but enriching experience.

Chaplaincy carries no agenda – at least not of our
own, but only that of the patient. We aim to comfort
rather than convert, listen rather than preach. The
most essential gifts Chaplains possess are being a
good attentive listener and having a heart full of
compassion. We provide a safe environment where a
patient’s concerns, fears, or anxieties can be heard. We
come armed with the understanding that it is not what
we consider we can do for a patient, but more what is
it the patient can or does require of us.
We see and minister to a wide range of people in
hospital, not just patients, but also to their families and
staff. People come from many different faith traditions,
backgrounds and understandings of spirituality.
A Chaplain is a companion on the journey with
another human being. With few exceptions, this means
ministering every day to the sick, suffering and dying.
Those at their most vulnerable. That in itself carries its
own stresses.
As we seek to bring a Christ like love and compassion
to all those we visit, prayer and sacrament also play
an important role in our ministry. For me personally
as I reflect back on these past 17 years of chaplaincy, I
count it an enormous privilege, that so many hundreds
of people have trusted me with their life stories. Stories
of pain, suffering, joy, miracles, expectation and hope.
It has been an amazing journey. It has been a
rewarding journey.
Thanks be to God.
Kevin Gwynne – recently retired Hospital Chaplain
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‘We’ll be
alright! This
might even
be fun... It’s
something
that we’ve
never, ever,
ever done’
How apt these words are. ‘Moo’ is my first ever
published book – something that I’ve never, ever, ever
done!
I am Jane Millton, mid 60s and living a busy life at
Waipapa, the property I grew up on, in the Clarence
Valley. At two minutes past midnight on November 14,
2016 the 7.8 magnitude earthquake struck us. Daylight
revealed massive land damage. Miraculously we, plus
two sons and their families and neighbours were all
accounted for and safe. Our daughter and partner
flew from Southland, landing on SH1, and what an
emotional welcome we gave them.
Adrenaline fuelled days and the priority to get stock
water reconnected, the rebuild began.
Boxes of baking, meals, supplies and many messages
of support from so many generous people were
delivered and distributed. Communications were
limited and we soon realised that three cows had been
stranded on an ‘island’ of pasture on our hillside, which
was now slumped and rubbled.
The stranded cow story hit the world, apparently
with 80 million views and many comments! Our
message to the world was that our animals are safe
and cared for. These cattle had been on the best block
on Waipapa, a lovely tussocky, sea-facing hillside. The
‘rescue’ was an anxious time for me with sons and two
others coaxing the cows to safer ground. At the time
many aftershocks were still occurring.
Once rescued, we joked about the now famous cows
and how we could ‘market’ them. Perhaps write a book;
perhaps follow up on the request from a Singapore zoo
to purchase the cattle, etc.
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Unbeknown to me a publisher emailed a draft story.
I emailed back suggesting that I have first attempt and
unbeknown to anyone else I had actually written the
story. Some verses jotted down one sleepless night. I
emailed my story to the publisher having discarded my
initial thoughts of self-publishing.
Deborah Hinde has illustrated ‘Moo’. After email
exchanges and some geographical corrections the
book evolved. I was determined that the Clarence
Valley landmarks be correct, particularly Mt
Tapaeunuku, commanding the valley, and also that the
Hereford breeders be proud of the cattle! Deborah has
captured this beautifully.
A media interview, a flight by helicopter on a foggy
morning to Kaikoura (now a 10-hour drive away), a
book launch at Paper Plus, a first meeting with Jenny
the publisher and Deborah the illustrator (and who
I felt I had known for ever) and a first night out in
Kaikoura, and with family support... the book was in
the shops!
Sales have been overwhelming and with reprints and
reorders and being number one on the best-selling list,
this little book has been a huge
success. I have had so many
wonderful messages from so
many friends, old and new.
‘Moo and Moo and the little
calf too’ is on sale in most book
shops or available for sale on
line!
Jane Millton – Kaikoura Parish

Nativity Youth – ‘Ascend the Hill’

From left, Colleen, Hannah, Claudie and Lucy.
Nativity Youth headed to Whanganui’s annual ‘Youth
of the Nation’ (YOTN) Conference with no idea of
what God had in store. As we travelled we laughed
together, were real together, and held a great sense of
anticipation for what the next few days would hold.
This year, the conference theme was ‘Ascend the
Hill’ – taken from the words in Psalm 24. The psalm
expresses a call to worship, a call to enter into the
presence of God, a call to step into the lives we were
created for – lives that honour God and love people. I
was so proud of the way our young people responded
to this call.
God met, even exceeded our expectations. While
each individual had a significant and unique God
encounter, they also journeyed together as a family.
And if you don’t believe it from me, you can hear it
from them.
Colleen 14: Youth of the Nation was so significant
for my walk with God. He talked to me while I was
there, revealing himself to me. My highlight, however,
wasn’t the amazing speakers or stunning worship, but
the group of awesome people I was so privileged to
go along with. I could trust and talk honestly to them,
while hearing from God. God knew exactly what I
needed.
Lucy 17:It’s hard to narrow down to a highlight! I
have to say sharing the weekend and getting closer
to everyone was really awesome. However, having

the opportunity to worship Jesus with other youth
and to be inspired by the speakers was special, and
something I’ll always remember and value.
Claudie 13: Before going to YOTN I wasn’t in the right
head space. I felt lost, broken and I felt like I didn’t have
a lot of faith left. I just didn’t think God had a plan for
me. I was wrong.
I had no idea how amazing it would actually be. God
really spoke to me through the preachers. They said
things that helped me in many ways, like how to read
the Bible, how to meditate on the Word, and how not
to give in to the devil.
On the last day the preacher asked us if we wanted
to be people who share the gospel and fight the good
fight. I went down to the stage and BOOM – it clicked
in my heart. God said ‘Claudie, I have put you here for
a reason, and your purpose is to share the gospel. I
want you to be the light in someone’s darkness. You
have a purpose. You are a daughter of Christ, and I love
you.’ Thank you God for showing up so powerfully that
weekend.
Caleb 15: My highlight was the speakers (specifically
Steve Silcock and Brendan Brown). I really liked the
way they delivered their sermons and were very good
at comparing and giving examples of what they were
talking about.
Rose Newton – Nativity Church Youth Co-ordinator

Proud to be
associated with the
Church of the Nativity
Caring for the Marlborough
community for generations.
Cnr Hutcheson & Parker Streets
03 578 4719 www.sowmans.co.nz
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Being Intentional

growing ‘vibrant Christ-centred communities of faith’
‘Go and make disciples’ sounds pretty intentional to me!
And yet the Church seems somewhat sceptical at embracing intentional and strategic planning believing that to
do so is to sell our souls upon the altar of corporate marketing.
What the Church has failed to realise is that strategic planning was a biblical concept before it ever became a
business concept – big business was just quicker to recognise this biblical truth than the Church was.
Moses was an incredibly strategic thinker – as least he became one (he didn’t start that well). When he sent spies
into the land he was acting very strategically.
And wasn’t Jesus following God’s plan when he turned his face to Jerusalem and made the journey to the cross?
‘Strategic planning is not only a biblical concept, it is a biblical mandate. It is God’s chosen method of working to
establish how we and our church intend to carry out the Great Commission.
The most effective parishes are those who have done the intentional work of getting God’s heart and knowing
how they will accomplish His mission in their setting’. [Christianity Today]
Bishop Richard
Our Diocesan Strategic Plan clearly outlines our
priorities as we seek to be faithful to the Gospel and make
disciples. Integral to all we seek to do is what is often
called Mission Action Planning (MAP).
A few years ago in an effort to promote intentional
planning in the diocese, all clergy were given the book:
Mission Action Planning by Mike Chew and Mark Ireland.
This is an excellent resource which outlines the principles
of clear and effective planning, undergirded with prayer.
The process takes us through the stages of: Look, Discern,
Plan and Act.
The important thing is to actually make a start
somewhere and then to revisit the plan regularly.

With each revisit will come clarity of vision, mission and
greater ownership by parishioners.
‘Even a cursory observation of the wider church
suggests that churches that are healthy and growing are
churches that are intentional.’
We have asked three of our clergy to reflect on ‘being
intentional’. Greg Holmes at Victory Church has followed
the MAP process closely, although he followed a reduced
timeline without losing effectiveness. Nathaniel Petterson
at Tahunanui developed his home grown Mission Minded
Model which is no less intentional. Russell PickersgillBrown reflects on what intentional ministry looks like in
Motueka in the short time he has been there.

• Look
• Discern
• Plan
• Act
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Whanu, food and fun.

Victory ladies tea party with an international flavour.

Victory Parish, Nelson
MAP gave us tools and a process

Antione de Saint-Exupery said, “If you want to build a
ship, don’t drum up people to collect wood and don’t
assign them tasks and work, but rather teach them to
long for the endless immensity of the sea.”
Victory Church needed more than a mission action
plan (MAP). We needed a vision. Our task was to
formulate a picture of church that would inspire, shape
and direct all of our ministry and mission.
However, the idea of vision casting was pretty
daunting at first. It felt risky. Would we get it right?
Would our people own the vision? Would it inspire and
lead us to action?
MAP proved to be an excellent tool for the job.
It framed the whole vision-casting process and
provided ideas and tools for tackling each stage. We
also made use of ‘The Healthy Churches Handbook’
and assessed our church against the seven marks of
healthy churches. We weren’t surprised by the results.
We discovered that our greatest weakness was a lack of
outward focus.
Motivated by this reality we considered how we
might reach out to our neighbours in and around the
Victory area. But who were our neighbours? Census
data indicated that Victory residents are much more
diverse than Nelson’s average – and much younger!
Our members, lovely as we were, were not connecting
with these people. This was largely because many
of us lived some distance from the community – we
were commuters who came to worship, either at our
traditional service or our particular flavour of Western
Charismatic praise. We weren’t connecting very well
with the unchurched, or with our younger, diverse,
local community.
Change would not be easy. We needed a big vision
to compel us forward. The MAP review motivated us
to own our problem and seek a solution. The change
needed to be more than simply adding on a new
mission or ministry. We needed to change the way

we thought about church. We needed a cultural
shift, because culture is the vehicle that drives an
organisation or a movement.
We didn’t need to look far to find a theology for the
church we are called to become – it’s in every page of
the New Testament. We settled on ‘Cross culture. Life
in Jesus shared.’ This vision is not a simple fix to our
problem. You cannot change a culture with a vision
statement. However, it is helping us to focus on doing
things that will change our culture.
For instance, last year we set aside the whole year for
connecting cross culturally, cross generationally, cross
whatever barriers we could perceive. We preached it
and we practiced it and yes, our culture is changing.
This year is a year of discipleship – learning to share our
journey and encourage growth in one another. Next
year will probably be a year of mission.
Our vision gives us that. MAP gave us some tools and
a process, and through MAP God gave us our vision.
Greg Holmes – Vicar of Victory Parish, Nelson

Three parishioners with Vicar, Greg Holmes at the Race
Unity Day at Victory Square.
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St Stephen’s Tahunanui
Being ‘Mission Minded’

In the early days it was with
hindsight they realised that they
had been strategic at significant
times. From 2012-14 the parish
went through an exercise from
which their ‘Mission Minded’
model emerged. Some people
thought the idea of developing a
model to advance and build God’s
Kingdom seemed very secular, but
when undergirded with prayer
and a desire to do God’s Will, God
did guide and bless. Even a cursory
observation of the wider church
suggests that churches that are
healthy and growing are churches that are intentional.
One of the advantages which came from developing
this model is that a sense of unity and purpose
brought the different parish ministries together under
one common vision: know God and make him known.
Further, when these ministries were lined up with the
Mission Minded model it became clear where the holes
were in our mission coverage. Addressing these holes
has been a five-year process (2012-2017). The three
holes that were initially identified were:
1. Sharing the Gospel. This was addressed by
encouraging people to get to know people and begin
sharing life together, which happens prior to sharing
the Gospel (see diagram).Once friendship and trust are
gained, then to invite them to some aspect of church
life. To continue filling this hole, running Alpha as a
church-wide initiative has become a strategic priority
for 2017.
2. Training for God’s work. In 2014 the discipleship
pathway programme was developed. This programme
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comprises a four-week ‘DNA
‘course, a five-week ‘Life’ course
based on the Sermon on the
Mount and a 12-14 week ‘Equip’
course, based on modules.
3. Raising Awareness. The
establishment of The Vege Stall
outside the church was one
of the first responses by the
church to address the lack of
community awareness. Since
then, involvement in school galas,
beach activities, carols by the
beach as well as local community
centre events has continued.
Over the last five years the fruit of establishing
relationships and building trust through community
involvement is that St Stephen’s is now invited to
community meetings as a key stakeholder which gives
opportunities to engage with the issues facing the
wider community, including the social justice issues.
Both in ministry leadership and strategic planning it is
essential that the Mission Minded model be revisited
regularly: vision leaks, priorities slip. It slipped off the
radar in 2016 and there was a clear need to re-visit
the model in 2017.In the process we will consider new
priorities and vision for the next five years.
A model like this does not solve or alleviate problems
that inevitably arise in ministry and church leadership,
but it does go a long way towards helping us navigate
the complexities of church life while at the same time
stepping forward in faith to be strategic with what God
has given us and follow where he is leading.
Nathaniel Petterson – Vicar of St Stephen’s parish
Tahunanui

In Motueka

intentional Ministry looks like this

The late Brian Hathaway said, “Christ is building his
church, we need to get on with the Kingdom stuff.”
This has had a profound effect on my understanding
of what we define as mission, ministry, and ‘Church’.
Luke 10 reminds us that Jesus sends us to places he
is about to go, yet places where he is already present.
What an immense privilege to partner with Christ in his
mission.
For 2017 I have set the word ‘Intentional’ before our
people: Intentional about our faith, our witness, our
community and church. Let me share something of our
intentional journey with God here in Motueka in the
short time I have been here.
In 2016 the local ministers gathered once a month to
keep in contact. I raised with them the idea of having
a combined unity service on Pentecost Sunday to be
held on neutral ground. Some 420 attended.
In May 2016, with wide encouragement, four pastors
decided to cancel their individual Sunday night
services and combine as one fellowship.
Then in September the pastors were invited to
gather weekly to pray for each other, the community
and the coming of God’s Kingdom. Praying together
built fellowship, trust and unity. The ease of our sharing
and caring for each other is significant. Now St Thomas’
treat ALIVE (Church of Christ) as a local mission and we
financially support them as they have a vibrant youth
group and we send our seven youth to them.

As of April this year pastors now gather nine times
a month for prayer and our understanding of local
mission has been turned upside down. Kingdom
understanding is growing.
We are hosting Alpha with 20% participants from
St Thomas and 80% invited from other churches. The
pastors support this as it is about growing individuals
in their relationship with Christ. Where they then
decide to worship is of lesser significance, given that
the whole community is being impacted.
It would appear on Sundays that our parishioners
are aging, yet we actually have three children’s
group meetings weekly, as well as Messy Church – all
of which fulfil the definition of ‘church’: gathering
regularly, witness and testimony – all in a supporting
community run by Christians. We actually have 80-100
children and their parents having the Gospel shared
with them. They just don’t meet on Sunday.
In summary, intentional mission is not worrying
about building the church as that’s not our job. We are
called instead to build the kingdom, to exhibit unity
(Psalm 133) and celebrate our diversity. My desire
is that we will become increasingly intentional and
authentic, becoming like a transparent ‘bible’ which
people ‘read’ as they come into contact with us.
It is our prayer they will say to us, “I don’t know what
you’ve got but I’m not leaving until I get it too.”
Russell Pickersgill-Brown – Vicar of Motueka Parish
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All the way from Fiji to study at

Bishopdale Theological College

We asked Sepiuta (Sepi) and Patemosi (Pate) to share
their background and ministry.
Tell us about your backgrounds.
Sepi: I grew up under the category of “BK/PK” (being
the daughter of a Bishop dad and a Reverend mum),
both of whom were Tongan missionaries serving in
Fiji for many years and both now at rest. I have a deep
passion for caring for God’s creation, music, youth
ministry, preaching and helping disciple the young
people that God places along my path.
I grew up in Suva and hold a Bachelor’s degree in
Marine Affairs and Geography from the University
of the South Pacific. My first job was with the Fiji
Government for six years as an aquaculture research
officer, before leaving to follow another passion:
fulltime youth ministry, serving as Diocesan Youth
Co-ordinator and other roles in the decision-making
bodies of our diocese and the Three-Tikanga Church.
I recently took the formal part of my ministry a step
further, becoming an ordained Deacon in December
2016.
Pate: As a child, inspired by my grandparents and
my dad, who also served in the Anglican Church in Fiji,
I always had a passion to serve God. My background is
in hospitality. I spent five years working in the tourism
industry in Fiji before responding to his call to fulltime ministry. This experience has also helped develop
my passion to serve God by serving his people. As a
worshipper at Holy Trinity Cathedral in Suva, I served as
a lay minister and Dean’s Warden.
Could you share with us your reason for coming to New
Zealand?
Having served in Christ’s ministry over the years,
in our own paths and in our own little ways, we both
have had the passion to grow our faith and deepen
our foundations to better equip us to serve where God
calls us.
I first heard about Bishopdale Theological College
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[BTC] through a presentation the Dean, Rev Dr Andrew
Burgess made at a Three-Tikanga Missions Conference
in Wellington in 2011. Since then, it has always been a
prayer point, seeking God’s will and his set timing.
In 2014 I was a guest speaker at the Pakeha Youth
Abbey in Waikanae, where I shared a room with Kate
Dugdale, from Bishopdale Theological College (BTC)
and I made the most of the opportunity to inquire
further about courses and study.
Over the last couple of years we continued to pray as
a couple, as well as keep in close contact with Bishop
Richard. As time went on, it was clearer that though a
small college, BTC was where God wanted us to study
and grow deeper in faith to help equip our ministry.
Both my husband and I are most grateful to God for
the opportunity to be offered scholarships through the
St Johns Theological College Trust Board Scholarship,
to study at BTC. We believe God placed us here to
study and grow deeper in our faith and conviction, and
to complement our studies with the practical side of
ministry.
We are both enrolled in the full-time Bachelor of
Theology degree, majoring in Biblical Studies.
While in Nelson you have been attending and
ministering at Victory Parish. Tell us about this.
As mission partners, we are using our gifts of
evangelism and discipleship with whoever God places
along our path, offering hospitality and musical talents
to help grow his church here in Victory Church. We
are also exploring the possibility of ministry to young
people in Victory community.
What are your observations of life and the church in
New Zealand even given your short time here?
While we have our own Taonga (treasure) to offer the
church in New Zealand, the relationship is mutual, in
that we are also learning a lot from the life and ministry
in Nelson. In our short time in Nelson, the pastoral
care and hospitality shown to us has been awesome.

Courses and
Resources
2017 has so far proven to be an exciting
year for Bishopdale College, with our first
international students, a great cohort of
fulltime students, and lots of interest and
participation from around the diocese.
Something that is really helpful is our ability to
connect students into our existing classes through
video-conferencing. This is working really well,
including one class where there are no students in
Nelson, but are students in Greymouth, Kaikoura
and Blenheim! This is an excellent resource for those
who don’t live near to the College, but who are keen
to study.
Another exciting development is that the College
has taken on a short-term role with training youth
leaders, particularly those in Year 11-13. We meet
once a month for ‘Charge’ with these young leaders
to talk about issues of following Jesus, and practical
aspects of leading, and then put it all into practice
at ‘The Sauce’, the combined Nelson-area youth

event which is held fortnightly.
Registrations for Semester 2 are now open – jump
onto our website and take a look at the course
options, which include Old Testament History, God
and Creation, Introduction to Theology, Formation,
and Majority World Theology, among others. We
are also running two intensives from 21-25 August,
on Missional Church Leadership, and the Eighth
Century Prophets (Amos, Isaiah, Hosea and Micah.)
Earlybird selections close 2 June (no registration
fee), and final selections close 30 June ($50
registration fee).
Finally, keep an eye out for the ‘School of
Theology’ event running on 6-7 October. Hear from
a range of interesting speakers, all of whom will be
addressing the topic ‘discipleship-shaped mission’,
reflecting on how various theological insights
help us to live as discipleship-shaped missionaries,
and to help others also develop to be discipling,
missional Christians.
Bishopdale College exists to be a resource for the
local church, so if you have any ideas about how
we can serve you, please get in touch – we’d love to
discuss them!

locally owned and operated
phone 03 546 5700 24hrs • www.shoneandshirley.com
164 Tahunanui Drive, Nelson

Sharing pizza at BTC.
Although we have different ways of worshipping back home, we
find a commonality in the hymns and songs we sing, as well as the
richness of our liturgy.
One of the interesting changes we are slowly learning is the
vocab we use in regards to discussing the weather or the climate.
Back in the islands, we talk about climate change, sea level rise,
droughts, humidity, whilst here we discuss the everyday weather,
and the seasons of the year, the cold, the frost, the snow on the
hills, the lovely sunshine, the heat pump to name a few. All in all, we
continue to rejoice in the Lord always! To God be the Glory!
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AAW ladies gathered at Motueka for this year’s dinner
and AGM.

The annual ‘Banquet in the Garden’ at Hope Vineyard,
one of many foody events run by Stoke Parish. Over the
years from this event, they have raised over $20,000 for
various charities including a grinding mill in Uganda,
sewing machines in India, medical training on the
Burmese/Indian border, hairdressing training for Thai
street workers and funding for a Social Worker in
Romania.

Atawhai Parish were privileged to honour their 11
nonagenarians with high tea and entertainment. A
delightful afternoon enjoyed by everyone.
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A dresser mirror belonging to a Seddon parishioner
was damaged in the 2013 earthquake. Rev Dawn
Daunauda put out a plea for help and in response
Dennis Watson from All Saints Nelson (above) restored
the mirror to mint condition. This is one of many
wonderful examples of help and encouragement for
those who are still ‘rocking’ on the East Coast. Heartfelt
thanks.

Deborah Paton and Kaye Dyer were ordainted Priests
at Wairau Valley on April 7.

Religious Instruction
in schools

There’s no truer word in the whole of the Bible than
Ecclesiastes 1:9 ‘There’s nothing new under the sun’. We
can see that in the latest attack on religious instruction
in school by an organisation called the Secular
Education Network (SEN). Its aim is to ban all Bible
teaching in primary schools.
But if we look back to the history of the leaders in our
diocese we see that the issue of religious instruction in
schools is a well-worn battlefield and nothing new.
It was Bishop Suter who had a long-running but
respectful (both ways) debate with the editor of
the Nelson Examiner in the 1870s over this topic of
teaching the truths of the gospel in schools.
For Bishop Suter, as it should be for all Christians, it
was self-evident that Christianity was good for children
and good for the nation. However, the Education
Act of 1877 withdrew all government subsidies from
denominational schools and allowed state education
only in secular subjects.
By 1914 the Anglican bishops were appealing to
church members to only vote for MPs committed to
holding a referendum on the issue.
“Ever since the Act which excluded the Word of God
from the public schools and divorced the teaching
of religion from the education of the children of the
people,” they said, “the conscience of the majority of
the people of this Christian country has been wounded
and their religious convictions outraged.”
In Nelson a practical solution was found in response
to the urging of many local school committees. The
Rev JH McKenzie campaigned successfully to allow
optional Bible teaching by local ministers and laity at
an hour when a school was not formally open.
The Nelson scheme spread to many regions and it’s

this scheme that has been the status quo ever since.
Until now. The SEN wants even that optional, outside
of school-time model disallowed.
Now here’s the rub. When Suter and the Anglican
bishops contended over this issue most of society
held to the view that Christianity was a positive thing.
SEN now speaks into a world where so many have no
inkling of Christ and, indeed, where there is growing
hostility to the Word of God (nothing new under the
sun again!).
Our Christian response to all this is itself a challenge.
Do we adopt a cloister mentality where we see
ourselves as exiles on this earth and citizens of heaven
(which we are), or do we stand and contend for the
gospel handed down by the saints, so that wisdom
is still heard in the public squares (which we should,
assuming state schools are a public square)?
Have we lost a sense of God being good and that
God is good for all? Citizens of heaven we are but
should we not be fighting for our rightful place in this
society, the place where we contend for the gospel, the
good news?
Interestingly it was a later bishop of Nelson, Frank
Hulme-Moir, who asked synod in 1955, “Where should
Christian training be delivered?” While acknowledging
that voluntary Christian education was part of the
school environment, he bemoaned the lack of training
given to children in their homes.
“How few Church families read the Bible together,
how few families pray together.”
Maybe he nailed it. Perhaps we should concentrate
our efforts where it all begins – in the home.
Brandon Sparrow – Golden Bay Parish
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Hope in the midst of suffering
People living in Buller have been sorely stretched over recent years by both mine and cement works closures with
a consequent rise in unemployment, resulting in hard times for local businesses. Many residents struggle to sell their
properties so they can then move on to seek work elsewhere. This can result in families having to live apart for a time. In
the midst of such hardship and struggles, we asked Gail Howard for a theological reflection on ‘what resurrection hope
looks like in our lives’.
Therefore, since we have been justified through faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through
whom we have gained access by faith into this grace in which we now stand. And we boast in the hope of the glory
of God. Not only so, but we also glory in our sufferings, because we know that suffering produces perseverance;
perseverance, character; and character, hope. And hope does not put us to shame, because God’s love has been poured
out into our hearts through the Holy Spirit, who has been given to us. [Romans 5:1-5]
The many themes highlighted in this passage may
hide the fact that suffering produces hope. The world
defines hope as something we wish for with no
assurance.
However, the biblical definition of hope is a confident
expectation of good. The hope of eternal life that
believers have in Christ as Saviour is a recognition of
the life we already possess because of his work on the
cross. He declared, ‘It is finished’, told his disciples it was
true, He was going to prepare a place for us, and left us
the Holy Spirit as a guarantee. Hope is a certainty from
the believer’s perspective.
We may think of suffering as punishment, or pain
as something to be avoided. We need a biblical, not a
worldly definition. As we re-read the above passage,
we notice that suffering produces hope. We may be
tempted to give up hope in the midst of our suffering
and disappointment. However scripture encourages us
to run the race well, hold onto hope and not give up
too soon.
Hope is referred to as an anchor for the soul in
Hebrews 6:19 and a purifying power in 1 John 3:3.
Hope is to be directed toward and centred in the
person of Christ. It emphasises the character of the
believer. It actually increases as a result of suffering.

Jesus endured the cross for the joy that was before
him. If He found joy in suffering, then he is a masochist,
so it must be that he was enabled to endure the
suffering because the prize at the end was so great.
What was that prize? We are the prize, along with all
the souls saved as a result of his sacrifice.
We are told as we suffer we will also share in his glory.
We are not intended to suffer shame – Jesus took that
on the cross. If we believe that God imposes suffering
on us, our understanding is skewed because that is not
the character of our loving God. God would be unjust if
he poured out his wrath and indignation on Christ, and
then saved some for us. Christ would have been lying
when he declared, ‘It is finished,’ if God actually had
more wrath in store for us.
No, what God has in store for
us is LOVE – pure, powerful,
soothing, never-ending love,
free of condemnation. Our
circumstances can never
diminish his exorbitant love,
nor should they destroy our
hope.
Gail Howard – Buller Parish
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